Mrs Wiles’ Reading Challenge
Read a book which:

Activity

1

Was published in the year you
were born

Tell me why you chose this
book

2

Starts with the same letter as
your name

Tell me in one sentence what
the book is about

3

Was recommended by a
member of your family, a
friend or a member of staff

4

You can read in a day

What did they say to
recommend the book?
Why do you agree (or not) with
them?
Draw a picture or story map to
show what the book is about

5

Was recommended by a
librarian or book seller or
Amazon

Explain why they thought you
should read this book

6

You have read more than once
before

Why did you choose this book
to reread?

7

Has a one word title

Write a blurb for this book

8

You own, but have never read

Why had you not read this
book? What do you think of it
now you have done so?

9

Is set in Buckinghamshire

10

Was written over 100 years
ago

Which part of
Buckinghamshire? Find it on a
map
How is this book different from
others you have read?

Title

Your comments

11

Has a number in the title

Think of another title this
author could write

12

Has a colour in the title

Why is this colour in the title?

13

Has been made into a film

Write a brief review comparing
the book and the film

14

Has won an award

Write a brief review to say why
this book deserved its award

15

Has been translated from
another language

What was the original
language?

16

Is not a story

What is the book about?

17

Is set in another country

18

Was written by an author
whose last name starts with
the same letter as yours
Is about a journey

Which country? Tell me
something you have learned
about it from this book
Give me another title by this
author. Will you read another
book they have written? Why?
Tell me something that
happens on the journey
Tell me 2 things about the
animal’s character

19
20

21

Is told from an animal’s point
of view (it doesn’t have to be
the animal speaking)
Is written in the 1st person

Write another sentence (Class
1)/paragraph (2 and 3) that the
character could have written

Complete the book challenge to win prizes! How many of these books or others can you read before we come back to school?
Send me examples of your answers (and your activities) and I will add them to our web page. Good luck and enjoy reading!

